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ABSTRACT

2



Oceanic variability and eddy dynamics during Snowball Earth events, under

a km of ice and driven by a very weak geothermal heat flux, are studied using

a high resolution sector model centered at the equator, where previous studies

have shown the ocean circulation to be most prominent. The solution is char-

acterized by an energetic eddy field, equatorward propagating zonal jets, and

a strongly variable equatorial meridional overturning circulation (EMOC), of

the order of tens of Sverdrup, restricted to be very close to the equator. The

ocean is well-mixed vertically by convective mixing, and horizontal mixing

rates by currents and eddies are similar to present-day values. There are two

main opposite-sign zonal jets near the equator that are not eddy driven, to-

gether with multiple secondary eddy-driven jets off the equator. Barotropic

stability analyses, the Lorenz energy cycle (LEC), and barotropic to baroclinic

energy conversion rates together indicate that both baroclinic and barotropic

instabilities serve as eddy-generating mechanisms. The LEC shows a dom-

inant input into the mean available potential energy (APE) by geothermal

heat flux and by surface ice melting, and then transformation to eddy APE,

to eddy kinetic energy, and finally to mean kinetic energy via eddy-jet in-

teraction, similarly to the present-day atmosphere and unlike the present-day

ocean. The EMOC variability is due to the interaction of warm plumes driven

by geothermal heating that reach the ocean surface, leading to ice melt events

that change the stratification and, therefore, the EMOC. The results presented

here may be relevant to the ocean dynamics of planetary ice-covered moons

such as Europa and Enceladus.
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1. Introduction34

“Snowball Earth” events, which are thought to have occurred at least twice during the Neopro-35

terozoic era, between 750 million years ago (Ma) and 630 Ma, are perhaps the most dramatic36

climatic events in Earth’s history (Harland 1964; Kirschvink 1992; Schrag and Hoffman 2001).37

Each event lasted millions of years, with the global mean surface atmospheric temperature drop-38

ping below -40◦C, and an ocean ice cover thickness of more than 500 m (e.g., Goodman and39

Pierrehumbert 2003; Pollard and Kasting 2005; Goodman 2006; Tziperman et al. 2012). There is40

an ongoing debate regarding whether the Snowball ocean was fully ice covered (Hoffman et al.41

1998; Christie-Blick et al. 1999; Kennedy et al. 2001; Hoffman and Schrag 2002; Kennedy et al.42

2002; Lubick 2002), yet we restrict this study to the consequences of such a thick ice cover for43

ocean dynamics. The oceans were not frozen to the bottom due to a geothermal heating similar to44

the present-day value of ∼0.1 Wm−2 (Pollack et al. 1993), which is very weak relative to air-sea45

fluxes in a non-Snowball Earth ocean. The ice and atmospheric aspects of this climate state, in-46

cluding challenging questions regarding its initiation and termination, have been studied in detail47

(see the review by Pierrehumbert et al. 2011), yet the Snowball ocean has received less attention,48

and early works even claimed that it was stagnant under fully ice-covered conditions (Kirschvink49

1992). In previous works (Ashkenazy et al. 2013, 2014, hereafter A13, A14), we considered the50

time-mean circulation of a Snowball ocean under a thick ice cover, while in this paper, we discuss51

the strong variability of such an ocean, including eddies, eddy-driven zonal jets and equatorial52

meridional overturning circulation (EMOC) variability.53

Previous studies of Snowball ocean that employed oceanic general circulation models (GCMs)54

have investigated the role of ocean dynamics in the initiation of Snowball events (Poulsen et al.55

2001, 2002; Poulsen and Jacob 2004; Sohl and Chandler 2007) as well as Snowball dynamics56
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when oceanic feedbacks are taken into account (e.g., Le-Hir et al. 2007; Marotzke and Botzet57

2007; Abbot et al. 2011). Ferreira et al. (2011) showed in a transient simulation of an ocean not in58

a steady state, under 200 m of ice and without geothermal forcing, that the Snowball ocean would59

have been well-mixed and characterized by a significant equator-to-pole meridional circulation due60

to parameterized eddies. Yet geothermal heating at the bottom ocean was not included in the above61

studies, and they, therefore, could not calculate the steady-state ocean response (for geothermal62

effects not in the context of Snowball ocean, see Adcroft et al. 2001; Scott et al. 2001; Mashayek63

et al. 2013). Moreover, none were run at a resolution that allowed eddies and instabilities to64

develop (apart from a short discussion in A13), and none addressed the variability issues that are65

the focus of the present work.66

A13 and A14 studied the combined effect of geothermal heat flux and a thick ice cover, and67

analyzed the coupled steady ice flow and ocean circulation problem. They showed that the ocean68

under hard Snowball conditions is highly dynamic and exhibits vigorous horizontal and merid-69

ional circulation, mainly driven by the very weak geothermal heating and, to a lesser extent, by the70

equator to pole gradient of atmospheric temperature at the top of the thick ice cover. The ocean71

was found to be well-mixed vertically, and stratification was unstable nearly everywhere due to72

the geothermal heat flux at the bottom. The overturning circulation was strong, comparable to the73

present day in amplitude, yet restricted to a few degrees very near the equator. Zonal equatorial74

jets that are anti-symmetric with respect to the equator were found, and both the EMOC and these75

jets were shown to be driven by weak cross-equatorial density gradients caused by the geothermal76

heating and by the Coriolis force. Preliminary runs at a high resolution (A13) showed a strong77

eddy field (comparable to the present-day ocean although some early Snowball papers anticipated78

a stagnant ocean under Snowball Earth conditions). A14 also performed an extensive set of sensi-79

tivity runs for the steady ocean circulation, showing the robustness of the results to many factors,80
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including the amplitude of the geothermal heating, the spatial structure of the geothermal heating81

(the existence and meridional location of ridges with enhanced geothermal heating in idealized 2d82

latitude-depth model runs, the presence of a more realistic distribution of enhanced heating sites83

in tectonic spreading centers in more realistic 3d model runs), a 2d latitude-depth configuration vs.84

3d configuration, the presence of realistic configuration-reconstructed continental locations, and85

more. The main features of the steady-state solution were found to be very robust to the model86

formulation.87

The goals of the present paper are to (1) uncover the instability mechanisms associated with88

the turbulent behavior briefly reported in A13; (2) analyze the Lorenz energy cycle (LEC, Lorenz89

1955; Oort and Peixoto 1983; Peixoto and Oort 1992; vonStorch et al. 2012) to understand the90

energy sources and sinks for the Snowball ocean and to better understand the underlying instability91

mechanisms; (3) analyze the dramatic EMOC variability seen under these conditions due to the92

interaction of the geothermal heating and the ice cover, which have not been addressed previously;93

and (4) estimate the eddy mixing rates associated with this turbulent behavior.94

The paper is organized as follows. We first describe the model and setup (section 2). Then we95

describe the results of the simulations (section 3) and discuss different instability mechanisms and96

the LEC for the simulated Snowball ocean (section 4). Eddy viscosity and diffusion coefficients97

are estimated in section 5, and we end with a summary and discussion (section 6).98

2. Model description99

We use the Massachusetts Institute of Technology ocean general circulation primitive equations100

model (MITgcm, Marshall et al. 1997), in a z-coordinate, free surface configuration. A longitude-101

latitude grid is used, with a resolution of 1/8◦, and a domain spanning 45◦ in the zonal direction102

and 42◦ in the meridional direction (21◦S to 21◦N), where walls are specified at the northern and103
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southern boundaries, and periodic boundary conditions are used in the zonal direction. While104

computational cost does not permit a global run at this resolution, the domain used here is twice105

as large in the meridional direction as that used in the preliminary eddy-resolving Snowball calcu-106

lation of A13. The domain is restricted to the low latitudes following our previous studies (A13,107

A14) that indicated that ocean circulation under Snowball conditions, as reflected in both zonal108

flow and EMOC, is more vigorous at low latitudes. Twenty vertical ocean levels are used, with109

a uniform vertical grid separation of 100 m, spanning a total ocean depth of 2 km (one expects110

about one km of sea level equivalent of ocean water to be deposited as ice over the continents, and111

another km or so to be frozen at the top of the ocean, leaving the remaining ocean depth at 2 km).112

The ocean bottom is assumed to be flat. No-slip boundary conditions were specified at the walls113

and the bottom of the ocean. To account for the thick sea-ice cover, we used the ice-shelf package114

of the MITgcm (Losch 2008) and the parameter values therein; this package evaluates the heat and115

freshwater fluxes at the ocean-ice interface.116

The ocean is forced by a bottom geothermal heating with a mean value of 0.1 W m−2 (Table 4117

of Pollack et al. 1993). Geothermal heat flux is known to be enhanced at mid-ocean ridges by a118

factor of about four, and in order to represent this, we specify enhanced geothermal heating with a119

maximum value of four times the background value, centered at 6◦N and decaying as a Gaussian120

meridionally (i.e., ∝ exp[−(φ − 6)2/32] where φ is the latitude in degrees); the ridge extends121

uniformly over all longitudes. An ice cover at the surface of a Snowball ocean can deform and122

flow under its own weight from high latitudes, where there is net freezing and snow precipitation,123

to low latitudes, where there is melting at the base of the ice and net sublimation at the top of124

the ice (e.g., Goodman and Pierrehumbert 2003; Pollard and Kasting 2005; Goodman 2006; Li125

and Pierrehumbert 2011; Tziperman et al. 2012). However, due to the high computational cost126

of an eddy-resolving simulation, we cannot apply the coupled ice-ocean flow model used in A13127
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and A14, and instead we prescribe a uniform ice thickness. Moreover, the above previous studies128

indicate that the spatial differences in ice thickness are relatively small (around 100 m) for a129

wide range of forcing conditions, justifying our choice of uniform ice cover. The ice thickness130

is calculated to allow the geothermal heat flux (at a spatial average of 0.1 W m−2) to escape,131

assuming an ice surface temperature of Tsurf = −44.43◦C and a basal freezing temperature of132

Tfreezing =−3.53◦C. The heat flux through the ice is then Q = ρIcp,IκI(Tfreezing−Tsurf)/h, leading133

to h = 1160m, where ρI = 920 is the density of ice water, cp,I = 2000 J ◦K−1 kg−1 is the heat134

capacity of ice, κI = 1.54×10−6 m2 s−1 is the heat diffusivity of ice, and Q = 0.1 W m−2 is the135

average bottom geothermal heat flux.136

We use the equation of state of Jackett and McDougall (1995). The reference ocean temperature137

and salinity are ∼-3.57◦C and ∼49.38 ppt, respectively. For the horizontal viscosity parameter-138

ization, we use the Leith scheme (Leith 1968, 1996; MITgcm-group 2010), which is often used139

in eddy-resolving simulations. The vertical viscosity coefficient is 10−3 m2s−1. The horizontal140

diffusion coefficient for temperature and salinity is 5 m2s−1, and the vertical diffusion coefficient141

is 10−4 m2s−1; the vertical diffusion coefficient is relatively high compared to the typically used142

present-day value of 10−5 m2s−1 (Munk and Wunsch 1998; Wunsch and Ferrari 2004), and we143

test the sensitivity of our results to this parameter below. We note that the Snowball ocean is ver-144

tically unstable over significant parts of the domain, and this triggers convective mixing that is145

much stronger than the specified vertical diffusion coefficient, making its precise value less crit-146

ical. The stratification we find is exceedingly weak, and a stratification-based parameterization147

(Gargett 1984) would, therefore, predict a higher diffusivity. In addition, double diffusion convec-148

tion may lead to higher vertical diffusivity (Vance and Brown 2005; Vance and Goodman 2009).149

On the other hand, internal wave sources in a Snowball ocean are restricted to tides, with no sur-150

face excitation by wind and surface waves, which implies a weaker diffusivity. The bottom line is151
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that estimating what the mixing coefficient should be is not straightforward, and we have checked152

that our results are not sensitive to this choice. For convective adjustment, we use the implicit153

vertical diffusion of the MITgcm with a coefficient of 10 m2s−1. In addition, advection scheme154

33 of the MITgcm (3rd order direct space-time flux limiter) was used (MITgcm-group 2010). The155

momentum and tracers’ time step is 300 s.156

One expects to find most land masses near the equator during Snowball events (Kirschvink157

1992; Li et al. 2008). To study the effect of land on the ocean dynamics, and in particular on158

the equatorial jets anticipated by the coarser resolution runs, we accordingly prescribe, in some159

experiments, a circular continent at the equator whose radius is 5.5◦. We refer below to this160

experiment as the “island” experiment. We have also studied the ocean circulation without the161

circular island (referred to below as the “no-island” experiment).162

We integrate the model for a few hundred years until a quasi-steady state is achieved, i.e., un-163

til the eddy motions and eddy kinetic energy equilibrate and the spatial means of key variables164

fluctuate around a constant mean value.165

3. Results166

(i) Temperature, salinity and EMOC. Snapshots of temperature, density, zonal velocity, and167

salinity from the “island” experiment at the upper ocean level are shown in Fig. 1, and zonally168

averaged sections are shown in Fig. 2. The temperature range at this level is very small (∼0.1 ◦C),169

and the warmest water is found at the latitude range between the equator and ∼10◦N, near the en-170

hanced geothermal heating region specified north of the equator (Fig. 2a). The salinity (Figs. 1d,171

2d) is lowest in the area of enhanced heating, due to the intensified melting caused by this heating.172

The density is dominated by salinity variations as can be deduced by comparing the density and173

salinity fields—the haline coefficient of the linearized equation of state is more than an order of174
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magnitude larger than the thermal coefficient. The ocean temperature and salinity are vertically175

uniform over large areas due to convective adjustment mixing driven by geothermal heat flux, ex-176

cept where salinity stratification is caused by enhanced surface melting near the equator and over177

the enhanced heating region.178

The EMOC (Fig. 3d) is strong (∼20 Sv), and is composed of a cell restricted to a few degrees179

near the equator. The circulation is upward north of the equator, due to the enhanced geothermal180

heating there, although the equatorial location of the EMOC is not sensitive to the location of the181

heating (A14). The width of the EMOC cell is determined by the effective turbulent eddy viscosity182

(A13, A14) and is, therefore, sensitive to eddy motions. As the presence of the island affects the183

jets and eddies (see below), it also affects the EMOC, and the “no-island” run (not shown) yields184

an EMOC cell that is broken into a few small, ∼1-2◦ latitude-wide cells near the equator. The185

EMOC amplitude is comparable to that of the present day, in spite of the very weak forcing by186

geothermal heating. The overall EMOC structure was explained and the sensitivities to various187

parameters were thoroughly explored by A13 and A14; our focus here is on the variability.188

(ii) Upwelling and melting. Ice thickness is of interest due to its role in the survival of photosyn-189

thetic life during Snowball events. Melting due to ocean circulation has been either neglected in190

previous studies or calculated without considering detailed ocean dynamics (e.g., Goodman and191

Pierrehumbert 2003; Pollard and Kasting 2005). We find regions of enhanced melting northwest192

of the island (Fig. 3a, indicated by a rectangle). The maximum melting rate is even larger than that193

previously reported by A13, based on a smaller-domain and a shorter integration eddy-resolving194

run, and is an order of magnitude larger than those previously calculated by coarser resolution195

models (Goodman and Pierrehumbert 2003; Pollard and Kasting 2005, A13, A14). The maximum196

melting rates are associated with warmer under-ice temperatures due to a narrow coastal warm197
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water upwelling zone enabled by the high resolution configuration. The ocean is salt-stratified in198

this region due to the surface ice melting, and the deep ocean is warmed by the geothermal heat199

flux there. The upwelling of this slightly warmer deep water leads to the very high melt rates. The200

upwelling results from a jet flowing in the upper ocean away from the continent and an eastward201

jet toward the continent in the deep ocean (Fig. 3c). Because the stratification is weak, the zonal202

jet away from the coast can lead to upwelling rather than to a compensating along-shore horizon-203

tal circulation, and hence to the enhanced melting. A similar but smaller melting signal is seen204

southeast of the continent; the melt rate is much lower in other regions. While this melting rate205

is higher than previous estimates, an application of the model of (Tziperman et al. 2012) shows206

that ice flow driven by the thickness gradients formed by the melting would efficiently prevent the207

formation of open water.208

(iii) EMOC variability. Fig. 4 shows time series of several variables of the “island” and “no-209

island” experiments. In addition to the turbulent behavior demonstrated in Fig. 1, there are irreg-210

ular oscillations with a period of about 15 years that can be seen in the temperature and salinity211

in the “island” case and of about 80 years for the “no-island” case. The temperature and salinity212

variations are much larger for the “no-island” case. These oscillations are nonlinear in both cases213

(time series do not resemble a sine-like time dependence), and are more nonlinear for the “no-214

island” case, having a relaxation-oscillation character (gradual evolution terminated by an abrupt215

change).216

Figs. 4a,b show time series of maximum EMOC (between 5◦S and 5◦N) for the “island” and217

“no-island” experiments. The variations in the maximum EMOC in the “island” experiments are218

relatively small, around a mean value of ∼22 Sv. Those of the “no-island” experiment are much219

larger (EMOC ranges from 10 to 60 Sv), have the character of a relaxation oscillation, and result220
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from a combination of temperature increase due to geothermal heating and salinity response to221

surface ice melt events, as follows. The bottom geothermal heating leads to a gradually increasing222

deep temperature that is carried by mixing and advection toward the surface on a time scale of a223

few decades. At the same time, the salinity in the upper ocean, just under the ice, increases due to224

advection and mixing from below and from the south. The gradual northward protrusion of salty225

water lasting until just before melt event, as can be seen in Fig. 5a,c, that shows latitude-depth226

temperature and salinity sections at year 70, just before the melt event. The salinity increase is227

also seen in the time-latitude plot of salinity under the ice in Fig. 6b. At some point, the surface228

salinity increase weakens the stratification sufficiently to allow the subsurface warm water to reach229

the ice. The resulting warm water protrusions are seen as red dots in the time-latitude plot of ocean230

temperature just under the ice of Fig. 6d at years 80 and 160, north of the equator. The warm water231

reaching the ice induces a strong melt pulse, leading to the fresh water cap seen in the latitude-232

depth salinity plot representing year 84 in Fig. 5b, and in the latitude-time salinity plot in Fig. 6b.233

This fresh water cap leads to a renewed salt-stratification, keeps the warm water away from the ice234

and shuts off the melt event, re-starting the process. The horizontal salinity gradients developing235

and vanishing due to this cycle affect the meridional pressure gradient across the equator and,236

therefore, lead to changes in the EMOC (A13, A14) and in the jets, which are also reflected in the237

total kinetic energy (Fig. 4). The zonally averaged zonal jets dominate the kinetic energy (black238

lines in Fig. 4b,d) and contribute more than the eddies (red lines). As expected, due to the barrier239

effect of the island, the kinetic energy of the “no-island” experiment is about 4 to 10 times larger240

than that of the “island” case.241

(iv) Jets. The flow throughout the domain is vigorous and turbulent. Zonal jets are found242

throughout the domain (Fig. 1c), and fall into two categories. The first is the equatorial jets,243
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which change sign with depth (Fig. 2c), as in the coarser resolution simulations of A13 and A14.244

These baroclinic jets occur due to a combination of a cross-equatorial pressure gradient and the245

Coriolis force near the equator, and their structure was explained via an analytic argument in the246

above papers. Second, the jets at higher latitudes are eddy driven, as seen by the overlap of jet247

location and the convergence of meridional eddy momentum flux (−(u′v′)y, Fig. 7). The eddies248

leading to this flux depend, in turn, on the instability of the jets as discussed in section 4 below.249

These jets are most clearly seen just south of the island (Figs. 1c, 2c). A typical jet’s speed is about250

10 cm s−1, and their magnitude decays away from the equator (justifying our choice of an equa-251

torial sector rather than an off-equatorial sector). These jets are quite narrow, spanning about 1◦252

latitude. The two equatorial jets (especially in the “no-island” run) do not coincide with the eddy253

momentum flux divergence (which vanishes near the equator), consistent with the observation that254

they are not eddy driven.255

The jets are not stationary in these runs, and both the “island” and “no-island” runs show them to256

be migrating equatorward, mostly in the southern hemisphere (Fig. 8). Both the zonal mean zonal257

velocity and the eddy momentum flux divergence exhibit this equatorward migration. Similar258

equatorward jet migration was reported by Chan et al. (2007) who suggested a mechanism based259

on an eddy-driven secondary circulation acting on the temperature field. A poleward jet migration260

was observed in the atmospheric simulations of Chemke and Kaspi (2015), and was suggested261

to be due to eddy momentum fluxes acting differentially on the two sides of the jet. A close262

look at Fig. 7 suggests that the peaks of the eddy momentum flux convergence as a function of263

latitude are shifted equatorward relative to the peaks of the zonal velocity, especially for the most264

equatorward eddy-drive jet at about 5S, indicating that the eddies act to shift the mean flow, similar265

to the analysis of Chemke and Kaspi (2015). A more complete explanation of the equatorward jet266

migration would require further study.267
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(v) Sensitivity tests. The Introduction section summarizes the extensive set of sensitivity simula-268

tions performed for the steady state by A14. The higher computational cost of the eddy-resolving269

runs considered here allows a smaller set of sensitivity tests that are briefly described below, and270

these again demonstrate the robustness of our results to the model configuration. Specifically, the271

main EMOC cell, the zonal jets, and the strong eddy field and variability were common to all the272

sensitivity runs. In addition, enhanced melting regions were common to all the “island” experi-273

ments, while the relaxation oscillations were common to almost all the “no-island” experiments.274

Each sensitivity case described below was integrated for the order of 100 years (starting from275

the steady state solutions of the “island” and “no-island” runs presented above), allowing for an276

equilibration of the kinetic energy and jets.277

1. “Big-island”: This run is similar to “island” run but with a twice larger radius, which more278

effectively blocks the zonal jets and reduces the kinetic energy by a factor of two. Yet, the279

enhanced melting regions are still at the northwest and southeast sides of the island. The280

zonal jets and their migration were similar to the “island” run.281

2. “Island” with weak vertical diffusion: In this run, the vertical diffusion coefficient is reduced282

from 10−4m2s−1 to 10−5m2s−1, typically used value for present-day simulations (Ledwell283

et al. 1993; Munk and Wunsch 1998; Wunsch and Ferrari 2004). The kinetic energy is re-284

duced by ∼15%. The enhanced melting can still be found on the southeastern side of the285

island, while the northwestern enhanced melting region is shifted to the northern side of the286

island. Zonal jet migration persists, yet is slower.287

3. “No-island” with weak vertical diffusion of 10−5m2s−1: Here the kinetic energy is reduced288

by a factor of two, and the flow pattern combines turbulent eddies, as in our standard cases,289

and wave motions resembling present-day tropical instability waves seen in the SST. Multiple290
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equatorially migrating jets are still found. The relaxation oscillations (Fig. 4d) are not seen,291

possibly because the time it takes for the warm plumes to diffuse up to the ice surface has292

been extended by the weaker vertical diffusion to beyond our model’s run duration.293

4. “Island” with geothermal heating centered at 12◦N instead of at 6◦N: The kinetic energy is294

weaker by about 15%, and the higher temperature and low salinity regions are shifted to295

12◦N. The EMOC cell is still at the equator, and equatorward migrating jets are observed in296

this case even poleward of 15◦S and 15◦N. Enhanced melting regions are as in the “island”297

run.298

5. “No-island” with geothermal heating centered at 12◦N instead of at 6◦N: The kinetic energy is299

weaker by about 20% in this experiment, and the relaxation oscillations were still present. At300

the bottom of the ocean, the region of high temperature and low salinity was shifted northward301

from 6◦N toward the location of the enhanced bottom heating, 12◦N. The EMOC, the jets and302

their variability were not affected.303

Using spatially uniform geothermal heating in a non-eddy resolving case of A14 still allowed304

for a significant yet weakened EMOC, while eliminating in addition the meridional atmospheric305

temperature gradient led to the vanishing of the circulation. In the present eddy resolving case,306

given that the atmospheric temperature is prescribed to be uniform, turning off the enhanced heat-307

ing region leads to a weakening tendency of the circulation, consistent with A14, yet we have not308

obtained the steady state solution in this case.309

4. Instability and eddy-generation mechanisms310

We now address the eddy-generation instability mechanisms leading to the turbulent flows de-311

scribed above. The necessary conditions for inertial instability and symmetric instability are not312
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satisfied for our numerical experiments poleward of 1◦N/1◦S, and therefore, we next consider313

barotropic instability (section a), and the LEC (section b).314

a. Barotropic instability315

We start by calculating an upper bound for the viscosity coefficient, below which barotropic316

instability may occur, based on the analytic expression for the equatorial region zonal velocity317

derived in A14,318

u =
gβρy(z+H/2)

40ρ0ν2
h

(
y5

y5
0
−3

y3

y3
0
+3

y
y0

)
y5

0, (1)

where g is the gravitation acceleration, β = d f/dy| f=0, with f the Coriolis parameter, ρ0 the319

mean ocean density, ρy the density gradient across the equator which is assumed constant, νh320

the horizontal viscosity coefficient, and y0 = 401/6(νh/β )1/3, order of 100 km, is a length scale321

that characterizes the meridional extent of the equatorial jets, and is similar to the scale of the322

half-width of the EMOC. The above expression shows a change from zero at the equator to an323

extremum at points north and south of the equator, then decaying poleward. Based on the second324

derivative of this expression, we look for the viscosity νh for which β − uyy changes sign as a325

function of latitude, allowing barotropic instability to develop, and we find that this condition is326

satisfied when,327

νh ≤
3
√

3gρyH
10ρ0β

, (2)

where H = 2 km is the ocean depth. For a typical value in our runs of ρy/ρ0 = 2× 10−12 m−1,328

we obtain an estimate for the eddy viscosity coefficient, below which one expects barotropic in-329

stability to occur, νh < 1000 m2s−1. The global mean eddy diffusion coefficients are estimated330

below (section 5) to be Ke = 1700 and Ke = 760 m2s−1 for the “island” and “no-island” experi-331

ments, respectively. These values are sufficiently close to the stability threshold to suggest that the332

Snowball circulation may be brought by the eddy-mean flow interaction to near a marginally stable333
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state, as is often claimed to be the case for the present-day ocean and atmosphere (e.g., Farrell and334

Ioannou 1995; Jansen and Ferrari 2012).335

To further analyze the possible occurrence of barotropic instability, we numerically solved the336

Rayleigh equation (Vallis 2006),337

(u− c)(ψyy− k2
ψ)+(β −uyy)ψ = 0, (3)

where u is the zonal mean of the zonal current in our GCM solutions at different vertical levels and338

for the instantaneous velocity at different times, and exp[ik(x− ct)]ψ(y) is the stream function.339

Fig. 9 shows the results based on the velocity at the second to top vertical level, just under the340

ice. Figs. 9a,b show that while β − uyy is generally positive in our simulation, it changes sign341

around the jets at the times and locations indicated by color pixels. The jets are not completely342

depth-independent, and when this analysis is performed at each model level, the number of grid343

points with negative β − uyy is largest just under the ice where the velocities are strongest. The344

barotropic instability is also stronger for the “no-island” experiment, since the jets are not blocked345

by the land mass, are more vigorous, and lead to a stronger eddy field.346

In Fig. 9c,d, we present the growth rate versus wave number for t = 100 yr. The maximum347

growth rate for the “island” experiment for this time is 1/508 day−1 obtained for k = 0.027km−1
348

(230 km wavelength). The temporal mean of the maximum growth rate is 1/136 day−1, and the349

mean corresponding wave number is 0.028 km−1. In the “no-island” experiment, the growth rate350

at t = 100 yr is 1/278 day−1 obtained for k = 0.02 km−1 (313 km wavelength). The temporal mean351

of the maximum growth rate is 1/88 day−1, and the mean corresponding wave number is 0.024352

km−1.353

These time and length scales are not incompatible with the eddies observed in the numerical354

simulation, suggesting that barotropic instability is a relevant eddy-generation mechanism in these355
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runs. The eigenfunction ψ(y) corresponding to the phase speed c eigenvalue, leading to maximal356

growth rate, strongly peaks at southern hemisphere latitudes where β−uyy changes sign and where357

the jets are stronger, indicating the location of eddy generation by this mechanism. We will show in358

the following that while barotropic instability seems to be an active source of eddy kinetic energy,359

the net flow of kinetic energy is from eddies to the mean, via eddy-mean flow interactions.360

The above Rayleigh equation analysis is performed on the instantaneous flow. An alternative361

would have been to perform it on the smoother time mean flows, and it is then customarily consis-362

tent to include in the Rayleigh equation a term representing the effect of these eddies, perhaps in363

the form of an enhanced turbulent viscosity. However, eddy viscosity does not represent the up-364

gradient momentum fluxes of the eddies, and we avoided this issue by analyzing the instantaneous365

flow, so that the dissipation appearing in this equation needs to be that used in the model, rather366

than an estimate of the eddy viscosity. Our model uses a nonlinear Leith viscosity whose value is367

chosen to be small, allowing eddies to develop; leaving it out should not affect the stability results368

significantly.369

b. The Lorenz energy cycle and eddy-generation mechanisms370

At least one of the necessary conditions for baroclinic instability is satisfied away from the371

equator where uz has the same sign at the upper and lower boundaries (e.g., Vallis 2006). It372

is possible to obtain a rough estimate for the characteristics of the baroclinic instability by using373

scales for the most unstable wavelength, depth scale, and growth rate (Vallis 2006). However, these374

are unreliable close to the equator. Instead, we calculate the LEC (Lorenz 1955; Oort and Peixoto375

1983; Peixoto and Oort 1992; vonStorch et al. 2012) that quantifies the conversions between mean376

flow and eddies, of both the available potential energy (APE) and kinetic energy; see Appendix377

for details.378
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The LEC diagram based on a 160-year model integration, amounting to two EMOC oscillations379

of the “no-island” run, is shown in Fig. 10. When making comparisons with the present-day ocean,380

we scale our results (Fig. 10) by the volume ratio between our regional equatorial domain and the381

global present-day ocean volume (a factor of ≈ 30). This is intended to allow a more meaningful382

comparison with the total energy conversions in the present-day ocean, yet it also introduces two383

issues that are important to keep in mind: (1) the global Snowball ocean is only half the volume of384

the modern ocean, and (2) the equatorial domain we simulate, with its multiple jets, is likely more385

energetic than the high latitude Snowball ocean. One also wonders about the validity of the APE386

concept when much of the ocean is characterized by nearly vertically uniform temperature and387

salinity, but a back-of-the-envelope calculation demonstrates that the approximation is still useful388

(Appendix C).389

The mean APE, PM, is much larger than other energy components, as in the present-day ocean390

(vonStorch et al. 2012). However, the present-day mean APE is much larger than that of the391

Snowball ocean simulation, as a result of the small range of temperature and salinity values and,392

thus, the weak spatial variability of the Snowball ocean’s stratification. The mean kinetic energy,393

KM, is comparable to that of the present-day, while the eddy potential and kinetic energy are about394

one order of magnitude smaller than those of the present-day ocean; this difference is attributed to395

the wind source of kinetic energy that is relevant in the present-day ocean but not in the Snowball396

ocean.397

The only significant external source of energy in the Snowball ocean is G(PM), the source of398

mean APE, PM. It is the sum of three contributions [Eq. (A.12)]: heat flux through the ice at399

the top of the ocean, geothermal heat flux at the bottom, and ice melting and freezing at the top.400

The first source is found to be negligible while the other two are comparable. Tides may be an401

important energy source in a Snowball ocean but could not be taken into account given that our402
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model runs do not resolve tides. Mean APE, PM, is transferred to eddy APE, PE , while dissipation403

and energy transfer to the mean kinetic energy are negligible. Eddy APE, PE , is transferred into404

the eddy kinetic energy, KE , which is then transferred into the mean kinetic energy, KM. Thus,405

the main energy path is PM→ PE → KE → KM, unlike the present-day ocean (see vonStorch et al.406

2012) where there are strong external sources of both mean and eddy kinetic energy, and the407

equivalent path is PM → PE → KE and KM → KE . The above energy transformation path of a408

Snowball ocean shown in Fig. 10 is reminiscent of that of the present-day atmosphere (Li et al.409

2007; vonStorch et al. 2012).410

The LEC provides useful information regarding eddy energy generation by baroclinic and411

barotropic instabilities. Energy conversion from mean potential to eddy potential energy,412

[C(PM,PE), Eq. (A.11)], and the vertical component of transformation between the eddy kinetic413

and mean kinetic energy, [C(KE ,KM)v, Eq. (A.15)], which is mostly negligible in the present-day414

ocean according to quasi-geostrophy, are related to baroclinic instability. The horizontal com-415

ponent of the transformation between the eddy kinetic and mean kinetic energy, [C(KE ,KM)h,416

Eq. (A.14)] may be due to either barotropic instability or eddy-jet flow interaction transferring ki-417

netic energy from eddies to the mean flow. The latter is dominant in our runs, as the kinetic energy418

flow is from KE to KM (Rhines 1979; Farrell and Ioannou 2003). For the Snowball ocean “no-419

island” run, the baroclinic conversion is C(PM,PE)+C(KE ,KM)v = 38.2 GW, while the barotropic420

conversion is C(KE ,KM)h = 6.2 GW. This ratio of baroclinic to barotropic conversions is similar421

to that of the present-day ocean (vonStorch et al. 2012) and atmosphere (Li et al. 2007).422

To gain insight into the latitudes at which the baroclinic and barotropic instabilities are domi-423

nant, we plotted in Fig. 11a the latitudinal dependence of C(PM,PE), C(KE ,KM)h, and C(KE ,KM)v.424

These three energy conversion terms are near zero close to the equator (about 3◦S to 3◦N, the re-425

gion of the two equatorial jets), as is the eddy momentum flux convergence there (Fig. 7). Between426
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7◦S and 7◦N (except close to the equator), both C(PM,PE), C(KE ,KM)h are dominant. For lati-427

tudes outside 7◦S-7◦N, the only dominant conversion term is C(PM,PE), indicating that baroclinic428

instability dominates there. This conversion term is composed of horizontal and vertical terms429

[Eq. (A.11)]. While quasi-geostrophic theory predicts the vertical term of C(PM,PE) to be much430

smaller than the horizontal one, we find them to be comparable and canceling each other out to a431

significant degree between 7◦N and 7◦S (not shown). Outside of this latitude range, the horizontal432

conversion term of C(PM,PE) is different from zero in the range 15◦S to 10◦N, which is also where433

zonal jets persist, suggesting that these jets are again baroclinically unstable.434

Poleward of 15◦S and 15◦N, the vertical conversion term of C(PM,PE) dominates, yet its in-435

terpretation as being related to baroclinic instability may not be justified given that the ocean is436

hardly stratified there (Fig. 2). The dominance of C(PM,PE) at the high latitudes is partly due437

to the absence of stratification in these regions, i.e., ρ̄z(y,z)→ 0, increasing the mean APE, PM438

[Eq. (A.2)] and the conversion term C(PM,PE) [Eq. (A.11)]. Similarly, the weak stratification at439

the bottom of the ocean (ρ̄z/ρ0 ≈ −1.8× 10−9m−1), both at present and in the Snowball ocean,440

implies that even a small geothermal heat flux significantly affects the APE due to the division by441

small ρ̄z (Eq. A.12, Huang 1999; Mashayek et al. 2013).442

Finally, the energy transformation between barotropic and baroclinic modes, C(Kbc,Kbt), can443

be calculated by evaluating the kinetic energy of the vertically averaged flow (barotropic mode)444

and the kinetic energy of the deviation from the vertical mean (which we refer to as the baroclinic445

mode) as shown in Eqs. (B.18-B.20) of Appendix B. Fig. 11b shows that C(Kbc,Kbt) is almost446

always positive, indicating a transfer from baroclinic to barotropic energy. This is consistent with447

(yet distinct from) the flux from PE to KE seen above. The transformation direction is reversed at448

the equator. As expected, C(Kbc,Kbt)→ 0 for the higher latitudes, where the flow vanishes.449
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Overall, the above analyses of barotropic instability, of the LEC and of the baroclinic to450

barotropic transformation rates indicate that baroclinic instability, barotropic instability, and eddy-451

mean jet interactions all play an important role in the eddy dynamics of the simulated Snowball452

ocean.453

5. Estimating eddy diffusion and eddy viscosity coefficients454

The eddy viscosity has been shown by A13 and A14 to determine the width of the EMOC cell455

near the equator, and estimates of the Snowball ocean’s eddy diffusivity can help verify those456

theoretical estimates using the current eddy-resolving runs. Eddy coefficients may also be used457

to quantify mixing time scales in a Snowball ocean for a comparison with the present-day ocean,458

and potentially for interpreting geochemical observations that may require such information in the459

future. We estimate these coefficients based on the eddy-resolving runs presented above using460

the procedure described in Lemmin (1989). The horizontal diffusion coefficient can be estimated461

using Hinze (1975),462

κh = u′L2
∫

∞

0
R(τ)dτ, (4)

where the overbar indicates the temporal mean and the prime the anomaly from this mean, and463

where R(τ) = u′L(t)u
′
L(t + τ)/u′L2(t) is the autocorrelation function of the Lagrangian anomaly464

velocity u′L at a time lag τ . When using the Eulerian flow instead, as we do here, one needs to465

multiply the above estimate by a factor γ , where we use γ = 4 following Lemmin (1989). In our466

analysis, R(τ) exhibits oscillations and the integral converged in some locations to negative values,467

and these locations were excluded. We assume that the eddy viscosity coefficient is approximately468

equal to the eddy diffusion; as for most turbulent flows, the turbulent Prandtl number is close to469

one (Tennekes and Lumley 1972; Hinze 1975). We note, however, that some studies estimated470
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the eddy viscosity coefficient based on mixing length arguments (Lemmin 1989; Jankowski and471

Catewicz 1984) and found it to be larger than the eddy diffusion coefficient (Lemmin 1989).472

The estimated eddy diffusion of the “island” and “no-island” experiments are presented as a473

function of latitude in Fig. 12. These estimates are based on 10-day-resolution snapshots of the474

zonal velocity field and averaging over three years of simulation. We refrain from using longer475

averaging periods to avoid biases due to the equatorward migration of the zonal jets and the EMOC476

variability. The eddy diffusion coefficients vary mainly in the meridional direction and, to a lesser477

extent, in the vertical and zonal directions (not shown). The eddy coefficients are maximal in the478

vicinity of the jets, where the eddy generation and turbulent behavior is stronger. The global mean479

eddy diffusion coefficients are κh = 1700 and κh = 760 m2s−1 for the “island” and “no-island”480

experiments, respectively. For a basin size of some L = 5000 km, these values correspond to a481

typical basin-mixing time scale of L2/κh ∼ 1000 years, not dramatically different from values one482

might expect for the present-day ocean. The estimated eddy diffusion coefficient is larger for the483

“island” case, most probably due to the enhanced currents and enhanced variability near the island.484

The eddy viscosity calculated here implies a EMOC cell width of about one degree (A13, A14),485

which is of the same order of the EMOC width observed in the actual eddy-resolving simulation486

here (Fig. 3) that does not rely on any prescribed eddy coefficients. This is another verification of487

both the scaling for the cell width presented in the above papers and of the eddy coefficient values488

presented here.489

The spatiotemporal variability involved with the equatorward jet migration and EMOC oscil-490

lations also leads to mixing in our simulations, but this process is highly unisotropic and non-491

homogeneous, and cannot easily be represented using simple mixing arguments such as above.492

Therefore, we merely note that the above mixing coefficients are likely a lower bound on the493

effectiveness of mixing in the Snowball ocean.494
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6. Summary and discussion495

We studied Snowball ocean dynamics at an eddy-resolving high resolution (1/8◦) of a low-496

latitude ocean sector under “hard” Snowball Earth conditions, that is, under an ice cover of about497

1 km thickness and driven by a weak geothermal heat flux. Two configurations were considered,498

with and without a continent centered at the equator, motivated by the reconstructions indicating499

that continents were at low latitudes during the Neoproterozoic Snowball Earth events. The tem-500

perature and salinity vary over small ranges, and are uniform in the vertical direction over most501

regions due to convective mixing driven by geothermal heating. The oceanic dynamics in both502

configurations are highly turbulent, with zonal eddy-driven jets that show equatorward migration503

(Chemke and Kaspi 2015; Chan et al. 2007). The jets lead to enhanced coastal upwelling of deep504

water warmed by geothermal heating near the continent and, therefore, to strong ice melting rates505

there. While these melting rates are an order of magnitude larger than both those estimated pre-506

viously and atmospheric ice sublimation rates, they may not be sufficient to lead to open water507

and to explain the survival of photosynthetic life (Campbell et al. 2011; Tziperman et al. 2012).508

The equatorial meridional overturning circulation (EMOC) is restricted to very close to the equa-509

tor and shows a strong variability in the form of relaxation oscillations that are especially strong510

in the “no-island” case, with a period of about 80 years. These oscillations involve temperature511

and salinity changes that affect the stratification and lead to strong melt pulses that, in turn, affect512

the EMOC oscillations. Sensitivity experiments, supplementing the thorough coarse resolution513

sensitivity studies of A14, indicate that the above features are robust, with the exception that the514

EMOC oscillations were suppressed for weak vertical diffusivity.515

The driving of snowball circulation by bottom geothermal heating rather than by surface fluxes516

as in the present-day ocean is similar to the classical Rayleigh-Benard convection rather than to517
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“sideways convection” (Chap. 15.2 of Vallis 2006). The Rayleigh flux number (e.g., Boubnov518

and Golitsyn 1986) for a typical snowball ocean configuration is very large, indicating that one519

indeed expects the ocean to be vertically mixed by convection, as seen in our simulations which520

parameterize convection rather than resolving it.521

The LEC and energy conversion rates between barotropic and baroclinic motions show that both522

barotropic and baroclinic mechanisms are responsible for eddy energy generation, while baroclinic523

instability seems the dominant eddy energy generation mechanism. The net kinetic energy con-524

version is from eddy to mean, due to eddy-jet interactions, and as a result, the energy flow is from525

mean APE to eddy APE, to eddy kinetic energy and then to mean kinetic energy. This is different526

from the energy flow in the present-day ocean where there are significant external sources of mean527

and eddy kinetic energy (vonStorch et al. 2012), yet it is consistent with the present-day atmo-528

spheric LEC. The LEC discussed here is also similar to the energy cycle of baroclinic turbulence529

(e.g., Salmon 1980; Vallis 2006).530

We estimated the eddy horizontal diffusion coefficient to be of the order of 1000 m2s−1. An531

estimate of the meridional width of the EMOC cell, using this eddy viscosity and the scaling of532

A13 and A14, is consistent with the EMOC width observed in our eddy-resolving calculations.533

This confirms both the eddy coefficient calculation and the estimates of the EMOC cell within the534

above papers.535

Some readers may find the lack of specific observational constraints or motivation for the present536

study of eddies in a snowball ocean a significant concern. While we feel that the understanding of537

such a fascinating dynamical problem is its own reward, an interesting motivation was suggested to538

us by Paul Hoffman (personal communication). One candidate for refugia of photosynthetic under539

hard Snowball conditions is open water near geothermal vents and hotspots. Yet the life time of540

such geothermal vents and hotspots is shorter than the duration of Snowball events. Photosynthetic541
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bacteria or algae should therefore be effectively transported among such active geothermal sites,542

and this may happen in an energetic, eddying ocean, but perhaps less so in a snowball ocean with543

no eddy motions. In addition, one cannot rule out, of course, the possibility that future geochemical544

proxies that depend on eddy diffusivity will be developed and find additional uses for this study.545

The Snowball ocean simulations presented here may be relevant to the dynamics of the oceans546

of icy moons such as Jupiter’s moon Europa and Saturn’s moon Enceladus (Vance and Good-547

man 2009), although we note some obvious caveats, including the very deep ocean of Europa548

(∼100 km) relative to its radius, the much weaker Coriolis force, and the possible need to include549

commonly neglected components of the Coriolis force (Heimpel et al. 2005; Goodman 2012).550

Soderlund et al. (2014) recently studied the dynamics of Europa’s ice-covered ocean and found a551

quasi-turbulent flow with two large EMOC cells that extend from the equator to the mid-latitudes,552

an extended equatorial zonal jet (extending to the mid-latitudes), and opposite polar jets. These553

results are not consistent with the Snowball ocean simulations presented here, and the origin of554

these differences requires further study.555

The results presented here are restricted to the case of hard Snowball Earth conditions with556

a constant (both spatially and temporally) prescribed ice depth. Further investigation of ocean557

circulation with open equatorial water (“soft” Snowball), interactive ice-flow ocean dynamics, and558

a global domain will enrich our understanding of Snowball Earth ocean dynamics, possibly of559

the initiation and termination of Snowball events, and will also test our understanding of ocean560

dynamics in a different parameter regime.561
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A. Lorenz energy cycle566

We derive the equations for the LEC following Peixoto and Oort (1992) and vonStorch et al.567

(2012). We first decompose the variables into a zonal mean represented by square brackets and568

deviations from the mean represented by prime, e.g., u = [u] + u′. Next, we multiply the zonal569

and meridional momentum equations by [u] and [v], correspondingly, apply a zonal mean, sum the570

two equations, use the hydrostatic equation, integrate over the entire ocean, multiply by ρ0, use571

periodic boundary conditions in the zonal direction and zero flux at meridional boundaries, and572

use the condition of zero vertical velocity at the top and the bottom of the ocean. This leads to an573

equation for the kinetic energy of the mean flow KM, and a similar procedure is used to derive one574

for the eddy kinetic energy, KE , where,575

KM =
1
2

ρ0

∫
([u]2 +[v]2)dV, KE =

1
2

ρ0

∫
([u′2]+ [v′2])dV. (A.1)

Next, we derive an equation for the APE of the mean flow and eddies by using the density equa-576

tion, letting ρ = [ρ] + ρ ′, multiplying the density equation by [ρ], performing the zonal mean577

and multiplying by g/ρ̄z where ρ̄ is the average over time and horizontal dimensions, to find an578

equation for the mean and APE and similarly for the eddy APE,579

PM =−
∫ g

2ρ̄z
[ρ]2dV, PE =−

∫ g
2ρ̄z

[ρ ′2]dV. (A.2)

The APE equations are further simplified by assuming that ρ̄z slowly varies with depth so that its580

vertical derivative may be neglected. The sources of potential energy due to heating and melting581

at the bottom and the top of the ocean are found by vertically integrating the vertical diffusion582

term in the density equation and applying the top and bottom temperature and salinity boundary583

conditions using a linearized equation of state, giving a density boundary condition of the form,584

κvρz = αQ/cp +βS0φ , (A.3)
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where α , β are the thermal and haline expansion coefficients, cp is the heat capacity of ocean585

water, Q is the heat flux (in W/m2), φ is the melting rate (in kg/m2/s), and S0 is the mean salinity.586

The rate of change of the mean and eddy kinetic and potential energies are then,587

(KM)t = C(KE ,KM)+C(PM,KM)+D(KM) (A.4)

(KE)t = −C(KE ,KM)+C(PE ,KE)+D(KE) (A.5)

(PM)t = −C(PM,KM)−C(PM,KE)+G(PM)+D(PM) (A.6)

(PE)t = −C(PE ,KE)+C(PM,KE)+G(PE)+D(PE) (A.7)

where the conversion terms are,588

C(KE ,KM) = ρ0

∫
[u′~v′] ·∇[u]dV +ρ0

∫
[v′~v′] ·∇[v]dV (A.8)

C(PM,KM) = −g
∫
[w][ρ]dV (A.9)

C(PE ,KE) = −g
∫
[w′ρ ′]dV (A.10)

C(PM,PE) =
∫ g

ρ̄z
[~v′ρ ′] ·∇[ρ]dV, (A.11)

and the sources are589

G(PM) = −
∫

gLx

(
α[Qs][ρ]|z=s

cpρ̄z|z=s
− α[Qb][ρ]|z=b

cpρ̄z|z=b
+

βS0[φs][ρ]|z=s

ρ̄z|z=s

)
dy (A.12)

G(PE) = −
∫

gLx

(
α[Qsρ

′]|z=s

cpρ̄z|z=s
+

βS0[φsρ
′]|z=s

ρ̄z|z=s

)
dy. (A.13)

where subscripts s and b correspond to surface and bottom values. Following vonStorch et al.590

(2012), the dissipation terms, D(KM), D(KE), D(PM), and D(PE), were calculated to close the591

balance of the energy equations. Given that our momentum dissipation involves a bi-harmonic592

Leith viscosity and the temperature and salinity equations involve spatially and temporally variable593

vertical diffusion coefficients, a direct estimation of the dissipation terms becomes non-trivial.594

The conversion term C(PM,PE) is typically associated with baroclinic instability. The ki-595

netic energy conversion term may be written as a sum of horizontal and vertical components,596
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C(KE ,KM) = C(KE ,KM)h +C(KE ,KM)v, where the horizontal component, C(KE ,KM)h, may be597

associated with barotropic instability, or with the transfer of energy from eddies to the mean flows598

(zonal jets in our case), depending on the sign of the term. The vertical component, C(KE ,KM)v,599

may be related to baroclinic instability. These are expressed as follows,600

C(KE ,KM)h = ρ0

∫
[u′v′][u]ydV +ρ0

∫
[v′2][v]ydV (A.14)

C(KE ,KM)v = ρ0

∫
[u′w′][u]zdV +ρ0

∫
[v′w′][v]zdV. (A.15)

In the present-day ocean, C(KE ,KM)h�C(KE ,KM)v such that the conversion term C(KE ,KM) is601

mostly associated with barotropic instability.602

B. Transformation between the barotropic and baroclinic modes of the kinetic energy603

To calculate the energy transformation between barotropic and baroclinic modes of the kinetic604

energy, we have performed an analysis similar to that for the kinetic energy of the mean flow605

discussed above, but now considering the vertical mean (represented by the brackets) instead of606

the zonal mean. The barotropic and baroclinic energies are defined as:607

Kbt =
ρ0

2

∫
([u]2 +[v]2)dV (B.16)

Kbc =
ρ0

2

∫
([u′2]+ [v′2])dV, (B.17)

and their equations are,608

(Kbt)t = C(Kbc,Kbt)+D(Kbt) (B.18)

(Kbc)t = −C(Kbc,Kbt)+D(Kbc), (B.19)

where609

C(Kbc,Kbt) = ρ0H
∫
[u′~v′] ·∇[u]dxdy+ρ0H

∫
[v′~v′] ·∇[v]dxdy, (B.20)
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and610

D(Kbt) = ρ0H
∫
([u][Fu]+ [v][Fv])dxdy (B.21)

D(Kbc) = ρ0

∫
([u′Fu]+ [v′Fv])dV. (B.22)

In the above equations, H is the ocean depth, and Fu,v are the zonal and meridional viscosity terms.611

C. Back-of-the-envelope estimate of the available potential energy612

As a useful verification of the LEC analysis, we estimate the APE of a Snowball-like ocean613

motivated by our numerical results. We consider an ocean with the density linearly varying in the614

meridional direction and uniform in the vertical direction, ρ(y) = ρ0 + ρ̄y(y−Ly/2), where ρ0 is615

the mean ocean density, ρ̄y = const is the meridional density gradient, and Ly is the meridional616

extent of the domain. The potential energy of this setup is,617

P2 = gLx

∫ Ly

0

∫ 0

−H
ρ(y)zdzdy =−gLxLyρ0

H2

2
, (C.23)

where Lx is the zonal extent of the domain, and H is the ocean depth. We define the APE as618

the potential energy of the ocean state minus the minimal energy of the ocean under adiabatic619

redistribution of the mass. Such minimal potential energy is obtained when the ocean is vertically620

stratified, ρ(z) = ρ0 + ρ̄z(y+H/2), where we let ρ̄z = ρ̄yLy/H reflect an adiabatic redistribution621

of the ocean density. The minimum potential energy is then622

P1 = gLxLy

(
1

12
ρ̄zH3− 1

2
ρ0H2

)
, (C.24)

and the APE is623

P2−P1 =−
1
12

gLxLyρ̄zH3 =− 1
12

gLxL2
y ρ̄yH2. (C.25)

For values typical of our model setup Lx = 4.9× 106 m, Ly = 4.6× 106 m, H = 2000 m, ρ̄y =624

2× 10−8 kg m−4, the APE is 6.8 EJ. This value is equivalent to 0.2 ZJ when multiplying by625
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the ratio between the present-day ocean volume and the equatorial sector ocean volume of the626

simulations. This estimate is, reassuringly, of the same order of (more precisely, 36% of) the APE627

of the mean flow shown in Fig. 10.628
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 1. Snapshots of the model solution at t = 100 years showing (a) temperature (◦C), (b) density (kg m−3),

(c) zonal velocity (cm s−1) where the black contour line indicates the zero velocity, and (d) salinity (ppt, with

49 ppt subtracted) just under the ice. Note the similarity in the pattern of density and salinity, indicating that

density is dominated by salinity variations.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 2. Zonal average of the model solution at t = 100 years of (a) temperature (◦C), (b) density (kg m−3),

(c) zonal velocity (cm s−1, the zero velocity is indicated by the contour line) and (d) salinity (ppt, with 49 ppt

subtracted).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 3. (a) Melting rate of the ice cover (mm yr−1). (b) Vertical velocity (mm s−1) of the region of enhanced

melting indicated by black rectangle in the upper left panel. (c) 5◦N zonal cross-section of the zonal velocity

(cm s−1) in the region of enhanced melting, along the dashed line shown in panel b. (d) The meridional over-

turning circulation (Sv). The black contour line indicates a zero value. In all panels, a temporal mean over 240

years of simulation is shown.
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(a) (b)

(c)
(d)

(e) (f)

(g)
(h)

(i) (j)

FIG. 4. Time series of different variables related to the EMOC oscillations. (a,b) Maximum EMOC time series

(between 5◦S-5◦N). The EMOC in the “no-island” case is broken into several narrow cells, and we therefore plot

both the anticlockwise circulation (black) and clockwise circulation (red, panel b). (c,d) Kinetic energy based

on the total velocities (black) and on the eddy deviations from the zonal mean velocities (red). (e,f) Temperature

at 3◦S (black) and 8◦N (red) at the 2nd to top level of the ocean. (g,h) Salinity at 3◦S (black) and 8◦N (red) at the

2nd to top level of the ocean. (i,j) Maximum ice-melting rate. The left panels show the results of the “island”

experiment while the right panels show the results of the “no-island” experiment.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 5. Zonal mean salinity (a,b) and temperature (c,d) for the “no-island” experiment prior to (a,c) and after

(b,d) the peak of a relaxation oscillation.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 6. Time-latitude plots of zonally averaged salinity (a,b) and temperature (c,d) just under the ice, for the

“island” (a,c) and “no-island” (b,d) experiments. The warm water penetration toward the surface, leading to the

strong melt events and EMOC oscillations, is seen by the red spots in panel d.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 7. Zonal mean zonal velocity (black) and eddy momentum flux divergent (red) just under the ice, as a

function of latitude, at t = 100 yr, for the “island” (a) and “no-island” (b) runs.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 8. Zonal mean zonal velocity (a,b) and eddy momentum flux convergence (c,d) just under the ice as a

function of latitude and time, for the “island” (a,c) and “no-island” (b,d) runs.
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Text

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 9. (a,b) Negative β − uyy are shown by color pixels. The zero value of the zonal mean zonal velocity

is shown by the solid contour, with dashed contours indicating the location of negative values. The “island”

experiment is shown in the left panels and the “no island” in the right panels. (c,d) The barotropic instability

growth rate (in yr−1) versus wave number (in km−1) calculated by solving Eq. (3) for the zonal-mean model

velocity at the top model level under the ice, at t = 100 yr (this is the time indicated by the dashed vertical lines

in panels a,b).
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FIG. 10. LEC diagram for the “no-island” run. Energies are given in Zetta Joules (ZJ, 1021) and Exa Joules

(EJ, 1018) while the source, conversion, and dissipation terms are given in gigawatts (GW, 109) and megawatts

(MW, 106). The vertical component of the conversion between the kinetic energy of the eddies and the mean

flow, C(KE ,KM)v, is shown in green. Note that the time rate of change of the mean potential energy, (PM)t , is

included in the budget as it is not negligible. The results were multiplied by the ratio of the present-day ocean

volume and the equatorial sector ocean volume considered here (29.83), to allow an easier comparison with the

present-day LEC given, e.g., in vonStorch et al. (2012).
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 11. (a) The latitudinal structure of the energy conversion rates, C(PM,PE) and C(KE ,KM)v, which are

associated with baroclinic instability, and of C(KE ,KM)h, which is associated with barotropic instability and

eddy-mean jet interactions. Baroclinic instability dominates away from the equator. (b) The conversion be-

tween the barotropic and baroclinic modes, showing that the energy transfer is from the baroclinic mode to the

barotropic mode except close to the equator.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 12. Estimated horizontal eddy parameterized diffusion coefficient for the “island” (a) and “no-island” (b)

experiments. Shown are the zonal mean coefficients versus latitudes at the top (black), middle (red) and bottom

(green) of the ocean.
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